Thunder Energies Hires a Specialized Writer for Filing Research Grant
Proposals
TARPON SPRINGS, FL. 01-02-18. Brian Buckley, Operations Manager of Thunder Energies Corporation, a publicly
traded company with stock symbol OTC:TNRG, announces that the Company, following an extensive search, has hired a
grant writer for the filing of a series of research proposals to the appropriate governmental agencies. The first to be filed is
a request to the the Department of Defense for the completion of the Company's Directional Neutron Source into a Nuclear
Weapon Detection Station. Because of the highly innovative technologies that Thunder Energies Corporation is
developing, hiring a skilled grant writer is an important step toward advancing the application of these proprietary
technologies to various military and civilian programs.

Dr. R. M. Santilli, Corporate Chief Scientist, states: "Following decades of mathematical, theoretical and experimental
work as well as large private investments, we have achieved the first known operational equipment producing on demand
a directional beam of neutrons synthesized from the hydrogen gas in the desired flux and energy (http://thunderenergies.com/docs/dns1-info.pdf). This Directional Neutron Source is ideally suited for the detection of nuclear material
that may be concealed in suitcases or containers, and it is definitely more advanced than other 20th century technologies
for neutrons sources due to the use of new sciences that have permitted the first known control of direction, flux and
energy (http://www.thunder-energies.com/index.php/ct-menu-item-18/11-articles/19-article-10). The specialized writer
will assist our Company to file a first research grant proposal to the Department of Defense for the completion of our
Directional Neutron Source into a Nuclear Weapon Detection Station."
Forward Looking Statements
The information provided in this presentation is covered by patent applications and other intellectual rights owned by
Thunder Energies Corporation that hereby authorize their use without consultation provided authorization for any desired
scientific research. Certain statements in this news release may contain forward-looking information within the meaning of
Rule 175 under the Securities Act of 1933 and Rule 3b-6 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, and are subject to the
safe harbor created by those rules. All statements, other than statements of fact, included in this release, including, without
limitation, statements regarding potential future plans and objectives of the company, are forward-looking statements that
involve risks and uncertainties. There can be no assurance that such statements will prove to be accurate and actual results

and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements. Technical complications, which may
arise, could prevent the prompt implementation of any strategically significant plan(s) outlined above. The Company
undertakes no duty to revise or update any forward-looking statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date of
this release.
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